
Rivers and Streams

Name: Date:

1. After a rainstorm, a big pile of rocks blocks part
of a mountain road. Which event most likely
caused the rocks to move onto the road?

A. a tsunami B. a blizzard

C. a landslide D. a hurricane

2. Study the picture below.

What surface feature is shown at X?

A. foothill B. mountain

C. plain D. plateau

3. The rocks in the picture below are as large as a
house and were under Earth’s surface for many
thousands of years.

Which of the following is most responsible for
revealing these rocks on Earth’s surface today?

A. Falling volcanic ash

B. Moving wind and water

C. Varying cloud conditions

D. Growing plants and animals

4. Wind, moving water, and moving ice pick up and
move soil and other materials in a process known
as

A. erupting. B. erosion.

C. faulting. D. fossilization.

5. The picture below shows a sea arch.

As erosion from ocean waves continues, what will
most likely happen to the hole in this landform?

A. It will become larger.

B. It will fill with sediment.

C. It will remain the same size.

D. It will be covered with water.
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6. A glacier moving down a mountain valley is
pictured below.

Glaciers are frozen, slow-moving rivers of ice that
can move about three feet per day down mountain
valleys. How does a glacier help create new soil?

A. by carrying living plant material to the ocean

B. by scraping small particles off large rocks

C. by melting rocks along its path down the
valley

D. by freezing small particles of soil to form
large rocks
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7. In which of the following locations is new soil likely to form at the slowest rate over time?

A. B.

C. D.

8. Which of the following contains salt water?

A. oceans B. raindrops

C. groundwater D. polar icecaps

9. Three-fourths of Earth’s surface is covered by
water.

Which of these describes nearly 97% of the water
on Earth’s surface?

A. Ice B. Salt water

C. Fresh water D. Ground water

10. Which landform is produced at the mouth of a
river by deposition?

A. Delta B. Cavern

C. Dome mountain D. Underwater canyon

11. Where can brackish water most likely be found?

A. Where lakes and rivers meet

B. Where rivers and oceans meet

C. Where ponds and creeks meet

D. Where streams and lakes meet

12. How is a delta most likely formed?

A. irrigation

B. glacier movement

C. precipitation and condensation

D. deposition of sediment
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13. This illustration shows a river running through a
river valley.

In which location has a delta formed?

A. B. C. D.

14. This diagram shows the path of a river.

The arrows are pointing to which features of the
river?

A. deltas B. floodplains

C. meanders D. tributaries

15. Where is the majority of Earth’s freshwater
located?

A. clouds B. Pacific Ocean

C. polar ice caps D. rivers

16. Which of the following illustrations shows the
most common arrangement of sediments as a
stream slows down over time?

A. B.

C. D.
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